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Before construction of the resort can begin, the land must first be ‘blessed’ by
the landlord of the Island, elders and chiefs
of the surrounding villages, in an official Upacara (ceremony).
According to tradition, the head of a goat must be severed,
and buried in an auspicious place, in the soil of the island.
This ‘act’ will show the spirits of the ancestors that we
come with good intention, and will live together in
peace and harmony.
The Upacara took place on 24 September 2010,
on Pulau Pef, in the Raja Ampat...

view the Upacara video here

View of the entire island group of Pef, one of the most beautiful islands in the Raja Ampat. The resort will be constructed, on the beach visible in the foreground.

UPACARA, Pulau Pef
22 September 2010
Preparations for the Upacara begin in earnest...
Yanniek personally visits the villages to present invitations to the village chiefs of Pulau Pef (Kepala Desa), and the family chiefs (Kepala suku), and also
the chiefs of traditions/ceremonies (Kepala Adat).
Next, she tries to source a goat for the ‘offering’, which proves to be a challenge, and after a thorough search of several villages in the area, she comes
up empty. At the last minute, a goat is purchased from a settlement outside of Sorong on the morning of the 23rd, and transported to the island by boat.

According to tradition, the head of the goat must be severed
and then buried in the soil of the island.
This ‘act’ will show the spirits of the ancestors that we come with good intention,
and that we will all live together in peace and harmony.

23 September 2010
The boat is meant to leave Sorong at 08.00, but an hour later we
are still waiting for the all-important goat!
Finally, after being forced to pay dearly for a fully-grown billy
goat, we are on our way (with a bleating billy goat on deck).
On arrival at Pef, the boat is offloaded, and the goat is made
comfortable under the palm trees.
The landowner of Pef, Pak Adam Gaman and his family, having
arrived the night before, have already set up camp and the
women are busily grilling fish on the fire - Maya is immediately
invited to share a cigarette!
Our resident cook, Yulianus does not waste any time either, and
very soon a big pot of rice is merrily boiling on the burner. His
work is cut out for him, he is going to have to cater for around
100 expected guests!

No easy job coaxing the goat ashore...

Mas Mardi (logistics) takes good
care of the billy goat...

The goat on deck, (someone considerately
covers the goat with leafy branches to keep
him cool...)

Dinner time in Pak Adam’s camp

Maya in discussions with Pak Adam and Pak Senin.
Claudia and Leon’s humble abode...

SETTLING IN...

Pak Adam’s grand-children frolic on the beach...
Lapar! (hungry!) Maya, Nikson, Claudia and Leon tuck into island grub...

24 September 2010
UPACARA
The day of the Upacara arrives, and there is a
buzz of activity as everybody prepares for the
big moment.
The women decorate several trees with
cigarettes, betel nuts, and colorful strips of
fabric (no red, as this would provoke the spirits
of the ancestors).
Offerings are prepared, of white and yellow rice,
boiled eggs, coins, coal and sand.
Of course while during this hive of activity, the
men smoke and relax in the shade earnestly
discussing the serious matters of the world.

The decorated tree and
Pak Adam below,
surrounded by the
offerings..

Once all the invited guests arrive from the surrounding villages, the
Upacara begins.
Pak Adam and the District Chief each give a lengthy speech. They
make it clear to all present, that Pak Adam has agreed and signed a
contract for a 50 year lease, and they ask everyone present to support
and protect us, and to spread the word through the Raja Ampat, to
avoid any misunderstandings in the future.

Guests begin to arrive from the surrounding villages

Nikson and Claudia document the proceedings...

Always time for a quick kodak moment with a
strange ‘bule’ (white person)

Everyone gathers around the auspicious place where hole has already been dug.
They turn their attention to the more sombre spiritual part of the ceremony.
While prayers are murmured, the goat’s head is severed, and after the blood is allowed to
soak into the soil of Pulau Pef , it is then buried.
It is also customary for a hen and a rooster to be symbolically released by both
Maya and the District Chief in that order, but not before another
solemn and rather lengthy speech.
The chickens are handed each in turn to Maya and the District Chief for ‘release’, and now
have the permanent freedom to roam on Pef...

A hole is prepared, in which the
severed goat’s head will be buried...
Pak Adam considerately covers the goat’s head with a leafy branch, shielding the
guests from the gory details...but Claudia’s face tells the full story!

Pak Distrik releases the white rooster, and Pak Adam hands Maya a
brown chicken...

The last part of the ceremony requires the decorated trees to be placed on each corner of the island. The trees should remain in
place for a minimum of three months. The first tree is planted on the northern end of the beach, and the second on the southern
end. The boat then travels around the entire Pef island in order to ‘plant’ the last remaining tree on the eastern end. Along the way,
offerings of yellow rice and coins are tossed into the sea, accompanied by muttered traditional incantations and prayers...

And last but not least, the most important part of the Upacara - the FEAST!
All the invited guests crowded around for a bite of reshly caught fish, chicken curry, rice, and of course..... ‘curried goat meat’...
Not a single morsel remained, and one hundred Papuans returned home that evening with full tummies!

And so 24 September 2010 becomes the official ‘birthday’ of
Raja4Divers!
The hard work of building an amazing resort from the ground up
now begins in earnest.
Sign up here for our upcoming newsletters we intend to
keep you updated on the progress...

And so the project is in full swing on a scale un-paralleled in the Raja Ampat,
powered by Swiss efficiency,
and supported by an extremely motivated and professional team.
Attractive investment opportunities exist, so if you would like to contribute and be part of this historic event,
please contact Maya at invest@raja4divers.com to find out how!

www.raja4divers.com

info@raja4divers.com

